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Abstract 

In recent times the debate about whether or not economic growth improves the environment has 

shed light on decoupling of pollutants like carbon emissions from human based activities. In this 

study we shed light on other namely coral bleaching severities among corals, the most threatened of 

ecosystems worldwide. This paper estimates a pooled cross-sectional data to examine whether there 

is evidence of environment Kuznets curve (EKC) when bleaching severity is regressed against 

economic growth and other socio-economic and ecological effects. The results show that for the 

case of coral bleaching severities there is a reversed N-shaped curve. Also other factors, namely 

population density and land under farming were significant, suggesting that to some extent some 

socio-demographic and geographic forces influence such trends.  
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1.  Introduction   

The environment is fragile at this time under various uncertainties ranging from human 

development to climate change, where natural balance and resilience are essential to reversibility. 

Consequently, international communities have signed global treaties like the Convention on 

Biodiversity and enacted environmental policies at regional, national and local levels. However 

such policies differ from one state to another and particularly, the point in case is of developing 

countries vis-à-vis developed states. The treaties and policies are incongruent with respect to their 

differences across borders and especially where population, urbanization and economic growth are 

increasing at faster rates. Recent studies have emerged to uncover human activities affecting the 

environment particularly the impact of economic growth. One vein of such works is the 

Environmental Kuznet Curve (EKC)
 
hypothesis where the relationship between environmental 

quality and economic growth is said to be an inverted U-shape curve. This means that, initially, 

countries grow economically at the expense of environment quality but until a certain point when 

the economies reach specific thresholds and then the environmental quality improves.  

This study is relevant at the present time as anthropogenic activities, particularly in emerging and 

developing countries, are increasing directly with their economies; in effect building green house 

gases (GHG). Of particular importance as pointed out by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (1995) is that the coral reefs would be among the first to be stressed by climate change. 

Apart from climate change as a natural threat to these biomes other major threats stem from human 

and human-induced activities. If we conjecture that human-induced activities such as marine and 

land based activities are more likely to affect coral reefs at a greater scale then we infer that 

solutions are within human capability to reverse the trend by establishing greater sustainable paths 

to manage the natural wealth.  

 

Indeed, one of the ways to manage sustainable directions is in stabilizing the carbon emissions 

which is a pressing task resulting in increased global temperatures which in turn affect the corals in 

the form of coral bleaching.1 As pointed out by experts, one of the primary stressors in coral reef 

                         
1.
Another threat is calcification where the global rise in CO2 levels increases the ocean‟s absorption of CO2, resulting in 

a high concentration of carbonic acid and bicarbonate ions, hence lowering the carbonate ions, which in effect decreases 

the coral‟s growth rates and other calcareous ecosystems (Grimsditch and Salm, 2006). The rate of calcium carbonate 

removal matters, particularly when it exceeds the calcification rate leading to decreased coral sizes which are 

susceptible to further breakage and bio-erosion (Buddemeir et al., 2004). In this paper we refrain from examining this 

factor but future studies may shed light when analyzed with climate change effects (see McNeil et al. 2004). 
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bleaching incidents, globally, is increased sea surface temperature (SST) where high sea surface 

temperatures are associated with global climate change and related anthropogenic activities (Winter 

et al. 1998). Such extreme SST leads to the expulsion of symbiotic algae (zooxanthellae), which 

under normal conditions are providing nutrients (and pigmentation) to the coral tissue. In recent 

times, bleaching events are becoming more frequent and it is estimated that by 2020 these events 

may occur on a yearly basis (West and Salm 2003). The extent of how natural and anthropogenic 

factors affect the coral bleaching process requires a rigorous exercise, which presently many 

scientific works have focused on in ecology and/or biology perspectives. In this vein, we attempt to 

explore coral bleaching where human-induced activities are linked to coral reef quality, globally. In 

this case, we take into account the economic, social and ecological factors to explore whether the 

“stylized fact” that human driven activities can improve environmental quality. In other words, we 

test whether EKC holds for the case of coral bleaching within the global context.  

 

In the case of coral reefs, World Resource Institute (WRI) reports that the adaptation capacity to 

restore coral reefs from loss is lower in countries highly endowed with reefs particularly in 

developing and emerging countries compared to industrial ones (Burke et al., 2011). Significantly, 

the wealth of nations, as measured by economic growth, is essential in adaptation and mitigation 

efforts. In this vein, this paper will assess the coral bleaching severities against income per capita 

and other socio-demographic and ecological characteristics. The availability of gaining such 

information is essential for national and local decision makers who regulate such establishments as 

well as managers who are in charge of coral reef conservation and management programs in 

recognizing that related activities can ameliorate climate change.  

In the next sections of this paper we provide an overview of EKC as related to environment 

indicator for coral bleaching cases (section 2), data and model specification (section 3), results and 

discussion (section 4) and finally the conclusion in section 5.  
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2.  Literature review of EKC and environmental quality indicators  

Earlier EKC literatures have examined such influences in deforestation (Shafik 1994, Cropper and 

Griffiths 1994, Panayotou 1995), water pollution (Shafik 1994), air pollution SO2, SPM, NOx, CO 

etc., (Panayotou 1997, Selden and Song 1994, Stern 2004, Cole et al. 1997). In some of these works 

there is evidence that an inverted-U shaped curve does not hold for some global pollutants such as 

CO2 (Barbier, 1997) though it is likely to occur for local pollutants like particulate matter, sulphur 

dioxide.2 In our case, we extend this exploration by using another global indicator, namely that of 

coral bleaching where we compare whether or not EKC holds for such occurrences, for a 

combination of developed, developing and smaller states.  

2.1. Trends of environmental indicators: coral reef bleaching  

Coral bleaching as with the El Nino which occurred in 1997-1998 was extensive and severe and had 

affected around 75% of global coral reefs resulting in 16% of them being destroyed (Cesar et al., 

2003). Multi stressors ranging from temperature to high irradiance, darkness, heavy metals and 

pathogenic microorganisms are reported to affect coral bleaching severity (Douglas, 2003). 

Moreover, some other stress-related sources include increase or reduction of salinity, exposure to air 

by low tides or sea level, sedimentation or chemical pollutants such as copper, herbicides and oil 

(Glynn 1993, Brown 1997, Reaser et al., 2000). Importantly, coral reefs‟ ability to adapt to natural 

stressors like increased temperatures depends on levels of human stresses. Human related activities 

ranging from coastal development of new residential areas, marinas and water sports facilities to 

eutrophication (nitrates and phosphates pollution), human waste and heavy metals and industrial 

byproducts as well as over fishing, petroleum and oil discharge, all affect the coral recovery above 

and beyond the nature-related ones. As such, the establishment of marine protected areas (MPAs) 

has been emphasized in coral reef management and conservation at local, regional and global scales 

to lessen such anthropogenic stresses.  

Most coral reefs are located in developing countries where the majority of these nations are poor 

and dependent on such systems for income generation at the local and national levels. In this vein, 

coral bleaching occurrences are ameliorated by multifarious factors primarily where the human-

induced activities raise greater challenges at local (coral mining, improper fishing methods, 

                         
2
 Lately, the impetus of examining the CO2 as a global pollutant in context of climate change and economic growth has 

led to Carbon Kuznet Curve (CKC) (see Mazzanti and Musolesi 2009, Aslanidis, 2009, and Coondoo and Dinda (2008). 
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pollution, loss of amenity) as well as regional (overfishing, uncontrolled tourism etc.) and global 

(climate change) levels. At the present time, one such anthropogenic related pollutant, namely 

carbon dioxide, has received greater attention at socio-economic and political circles.  

Carbon emissions in coral bleaching incidents are indirectly linked when the level of carbon 

emissions in the atmosphere reaching certain thresholds resulting in increased global temperatures, 

which directly affect the sea temperature above and below sea surface. Current atmospheric 

concentrations of carbon dioxide (375 ppm) are high relative to atmospheric concentrations that 

have not risen above 300 ppm over the past 420,000 years (Petit et al., 1999). Atmospheric carbon 

dioxide and global temperatures are currently increasing at rates that are high, relative to anything 

recorded during this period. In turn, these changes to temperature and ocean chemistry have already 

had major impacts on corals and the reefs they build, both through the effects of carbon dioxide as a 

greenhouse gas and its effect on ocean pH (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Hoegh-Guldberg et al.  2007). 

 

Although there are many other causes of more restricted bleaching in corals, the worldwide 

phenomenon, colloquially known as „mass bleaching‟, has been shown to require a combination of 

both sunlight and abnormally high water temperature (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). Small increases (1°-

2°C) in sea temperature, above the long-term summer maxima, destabilize the relationship between 

host corals and their symbiotic algae (Strong et al., 1998). According to IPCC, the human-induced 

climate change will warm the world by 1.8° to 4.0° C by the year 2100. This warming will affect 

most of the world coral reefs, making years like 1998 more common and more devastating for coral 

reefs. Consequently, the rise of sea temperature also affects the coral recovery from other natural 

and/or anthropogenic impacts. 
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3.  Data description and model specification 

We collated pooled cross-sectional data on coral bleaching observations from 1998 to 2006 for 

nearly about 70 countries and states, where 50% of these countries and territories were islands 

(Appendix 1). The coral bleaching dataset, a monthly time-series cross-section, was obtained from 

the World Fish Center (2010), an institute which is an international scientific and technical center 

that collects global observations of coral bleaching events by field experts.3
 The dataset is diverse 

with more than 20 ecological variables ranging from surface temperature to coral reef species. 

Other explanatory variables were obtained from World Bank Development indicators (World Bank, 

2010): GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity (PPP; converted to constant 2005 

international dollars), population density and permanent cropland (Table 2). These dataset were 

selected to reflect the socio-economic and demographic dimensions. The dependent variable 

(bleaching severities) was transformed to logarithmic forms, while explanatory variables were 

transformed as follows: log form GDP in linear, quadratic and cubic forms, percentage for 

permanent cropland and the population density was listed as people per square meters of land.4 In 

other regressors dummy variables were used such as: island and America.  

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of variables 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max 

Bleaching  

(log continuous) 

3768 3.872877     .5679068    3.218876    4.553877 

GDP per capita (log) 4182 8.036071     1.347395    4.905275    10.68565 

Island (dummy) 4827 .4744148     .4993967           0 1 

Population density (people 

per square meters of land) 

3287     203.0019     561.4074    1.172907    6943.185 

America (dummy) 4827 .4994821 .5000515           0 1 

Region 4727 2.91263     1.604909           1 6 

Country 4827 48.06319     25.86986           1 103 

Permanent cropland  

(% of land area)                                

3112   5.92267         8.572297        0. 015 50.617 

Depth average (metres) 2273 8.616986     6.058917           0 50.3 

 

                         
3
 The method to observe visually the bleached coral cover among divers is subjective to the use of standard color charts 

(CoralWatch chart) or photographic/computer analysis techniques (IUCN, 2008).  

4
 Various attempts were done to transform these variables into log forms, however, the reported formats used in the 

paper were significant, hence they were adopted in the analysis.  
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Turning to the econometric estimations we use reduced-form equations tracing to the earliest 

empirical works of EKC such as Panatoyou (1997) who used the ordinary least squares method 

(OLS). In more recent EKC works, the estimations have overcome heteroscedasticity and 

autocorrelation issues in OLS by using fixed or random effects and dynamic models.5 To test for 

multicollinearity we carried out the variance inflation factor (VIF) among the predictors and all 

were less than 10, signifying that there is an absence of high correlation among these variables. 

With regards to heteroscadisticity a white test was done and we do not reject the null hypothesis that 

the variance is homogenous. Moreover, robust standard errors were used in the final model.6
 

Nevertheless, to account for regional and/or country effects as found in fixed effects models we 

used the variables, America and island, and the inclusion of year as a time trend.   

The initial equation (1) without the log transformation for the dependent and GDP variables is as 

follows: 

 

itititititiit TZYYYBleach   54

3

3

2

21 )()(    (1) 

 

where bleach is the dependent variable, for country i at time t, and Y is the GDP per capita (constant 

US$ for 2005) in squared Y
2
 and cubic  Y

3
 form, Z include other explanatory variables (population 

density, cropland etc.) and T is the time-trend of the study and is the error term for a given country i 

over a specific time t. 

 

  

                         
5
 OLS is subjected to heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation and works in the way that Cole et al.  (1997) have used 

generalized least squares (GLS). We attempted to carry out GLS estimations for the monthly time series data and we 

fixed for heteroscadisticity and autocorrelation in a panel data format for bleaching severity data, though the results 

were comparable to OLS and were not presented here, although they are available upon request.  

6
Also, the Lagrange multiplier test confirms, the addition of other predictors in the model has resulted in statistically 

significant improvement to model fit 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Case of coral bleaching 

Coral bleaching severity results do not support the inverted-U shaped curve, and instead show a 

reversed N-shaped curve (Table 4). The significance of the cubic function is appropriate as shown 

by the slight improvement in the R
2
. Moreover, the previous past bleaching events modestly 

describe the reversed N-shaped curve. In other words, this suggests that there is decreased bleaching 

severity at the beginning of the period followed by increased bleaching in the middle and a decrease 

in bleaching severity at the end. This may be puzzling at first as we expected the global impact of El 

Nino, in particular, to have had a great effect on bleaching rates, globally. One plausible explanation 

can, in part, be proferred for this shape as the reef recovery from bleaching episode may take time 

to recover and is highly vulnerable (the middle part) though with time it is resilient, as evidenced by 

the negative sign at the end point. Additionally, the decrease in bleaching at the end can be 

attributed to reef awareness and educational campaigns and increased monitoring of bleaching 

activities coupled with stringent environmental policies in marine biodiversity/ecosystem implying 

that bleaching severity is more likely to be reduced. However, the interpretations of the results need 

to consider other factors such as natural ones, which are uncertain. 

 

The explanatory variables, namely island, population density and America are positive and 

significant. The positive coefficient of the term island means for areas or countries that are islands 

where coral bleaching is more likely to occur as such areas are isolated and could be covered at 

greater scale by coral reef colonies, unlike non-island sites. Similarly, there are likely to be 

increased bleaching severities if the areas are located in America, as well as high density areas. 

Conversely, cropland and the time trend are negative and significant which means that cropland 

areas, in this case farming, increases and then bleaching severity decreases.7 One explanation of 

this, as suggested by Burke et al. (2011), is the fact that people will switch to farming activities 

when coral reef quality is low. In this case, population who are highly dependent on the reefs revert 

to increased farming thus lowering coral bleaching incidents when less income generation activities 

from corals are reduced (i.e. fishing, etc).  

 

 

                         
7
 The GLS results show that some of the sign and significance for all variables were comparable to OLS. 
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Table 4: Coral reef bleaching (log) existing as dependent variable against GDP, time trend and other 

variables 

Variable Linear Quadratic Cubic 

Intercept 4.5335389*** 5.6268504*** 10.644607*** 

lngdpcap -.05031336*** -.34582336*** -2.3600275*** 

lngdpcap2  .01901525*** .28141623** 

lngdpcap3   -.01113475** 

Island .15323281*** .15528276*** .16091191*** 

pop_density .00020732*** .00021536*** .00021132*** 

America .14997312*** .17324494*** .1821455*** 

Cropland -.00667761*** -.00563286*** -.00459141** 

time trend -.0001388*** -.00013854*** -.00013888*** 

R squared 0.2020 0.2058 0.2087 

N. obs. 2194 2194 2194 
  Notes:  * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 

 

For the time trend which is negative and highly significant, this means that bleaching severities 

among nations is decreasing over the period. Most of all, the densely, and poor, populated 

communities along the coast in low-income countries depend more on the coral reef ecosystem 

compared to less, and rich, populated ones in a developed nation means more pollution, silt and 

industrial activities, thereby intensifying bleaching incidents.   

 

Researchers and managers are faced with challenging tasks in establishing plausible solutions in 

reducing anthropogenic stressors and anticipating natural stressors related to coral bleaching. 

Management strategies like MPAs protect ecosystems however their area allocation is a fraction of 

what human-related activities are. Hence, it is imperative for managers and decision makers to 

involve local and regional stakeholders who can help devise and implement integrated plans to 

account for both natural and anthropogenic stressors.  

 

Recent debates on climate change have shifted from scientists to political directives and actions 

thereby prioritizing governance and institutions in protecting such ecosystems. Overall, whether 

coral reefs are extinct later in this century will depend on environmental disturbances as well as 

climate change and a reef‟s ability to adapt (Carpenter et al., 2008, Veron et al.  2009). Indeed, the 

1998 El Nino mass bleaching event draws the point that the existing policy framework requires 

local and national integrated marine and coastal plans to complement those of the MPA.  
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5.  Conclusions  

One of the challenges in examining coral bleaching is the identification of the stressor types 

affecting coral, namely natural and/or anthropogenic. This paper illustrated analytically that one of 

the most widely macro-economic indicators (i.e. GDP per capita) is significant in relation to coral 

recovery from bleaching episodes. In other words, our results suggest that high-income countries 

are more likely to ameliorate coral bleaching better than developing nations. These findings also 

suggest that at low and middle income levels the bleaching severity increases, suggesting that coral 

mortality from bleaching events are more likely to be associated with vulnerable communities.   

Nevertheless, the mortality and recovery of coral species requires further assessment particularly 

important for climate change adaptation efforts where varied coral species can help managers and 

researchers better understand coral reef resilience whether these are of a genetic or a phenotypic 

nature.  

 

Finally, for low income countries who are limited in funds and with less rigid regulations in 

managing and conservation efforts, what is called for is strong governance and institutional 

frameworks to engage local stakeholders. Indeed, engaging local communities can by-pass such 

governance and/or institutional barriers such as corruption by allowing strong local participation to 

manage the natural resources. These results have an implication, in particular with respect to recent 

years, where much attention has been directed towards local policies to minimize human impacts 

associated with ecosystem/biodiversity losses for those who are vulnerable and highly dependent on 

them.  

 

In this vein, the importance of MPAs in coral recovery is essential because anthropogenic activities 

like pollution, sedimentination and over-fishing require monitoring. Reaser et al., (2000) point out 

that MPA programs and efforts to reduce pollution, sedimentation, anchoring and over-fishing, 

provide a favorable ground for corals to respond naturally to climate change. Furthermore, 

managing anthropogenic factors is not a panacea to coral bleaching, therefore a complementary set 

of actions of communication and decision-making tools are needed to engage stakeholders, 

regulators and international communities. Specifically, the role of regulatory bodies to communicate 

effectively with stakeholders in managing ecosystems is essential. Hence, the need to address the 

knowledge gaps by collecting relevant natural and anthropogenic data as well as MPA management 

practices can in turn assist in the research of ecosystem vulnerabilities for both rich and poor 

countries.  
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Appendix: Table 1: List of sites/countries used in the analysis 

1 Australia* 35 Marshall Islands* 67 United Kingdom* 

2 Bahamas* 36 Mauritius* 68 United States 

3 Bahrain* 37 Mayotte* 69 Vanuatu* 

4 Barbados* 38 Mexico 70 Venezuela 

5 Belize* 39 Mozambique 71 Vietnam 

6 Bermuda 40 Netherlands Antilles* 72 Virgin Islands (U.S.)* 

7 Brazil 41 New Caledonia* 73 Yemen 

8 Cambodia 42 New Zealand*   

9 Cayman Islands 43 Nicaragua   

10 Chile 44 Northern Mariana Islands*   

11 Colombia 45 Oman   

12 Comoros* 46 Palau*   

13 Costa Rica 47 Panama   

14 Cuba* 48 Papua New Guinea*   

15 Dominican Republic* 49 Philippines*   

16 Ecuador 50 Puerto Rico*   

17 Eritrea 51 Qatar   

18 Fiji* 52 Samoa*   

19 France 53 Saudi Arabia   

20 French Polynesia* 54 Seychelles*   

21 Guam* 55 Singapore   

22 Haiti* 56 Solomon Islands*   

23 Honduras 57 Somalia   

24 India 58 South Africa   

25 Indonesia* 59 Sri Lanka*   

26 Israel 60 St. Lucia*   

27 Jamaica* 61 St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines* 

  

28 Japan* 62 Tanzania   

29 Kenya 63 Thailand   

30 Kiribati* 64 Tonga*   

31 Kuwait 65 Trinidad and Tobago*   

32 Madagascar* 66 United Arab Emirates   

33 Malaysia     

34 Maldives* Notes: * represents an island 

 


